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COLLECTION REGISTER

Name: LGBT Center of Central PA

Material: Papers (1990-present)

Volume: 3.0 linear feet (2 document boxes, 3 oversized boxes, 9 oversized folders)

Donation: Donated by LGBT Center of Central PA, 2014-2015

Usage: These materials have been donated without restrictions on usage.

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

The LGBT Center of Central PA, housed in Harrisburg, PA, provides services, programs, and community space for the LGBT community in the region. These materials represent these initiatives, including the Common Roads program for youth and young adults, its predecessor BiGLYAH, and FAB (Fall Achievement Benefit). This collection also contains materials regarding the founding of the Center, publications produced by the Center and other regional LGBT initiatives (such as Central Alternative, Out and About in Central PA, and the @ The Center newsletter), news clippings regarding local LGBT issues, and other documentation of LGBT organizations and programming in Central PA.

SERIES 1: Common Roads

1.001  Sexuality 101: Creating a Safe Environment for LGBT Students - undated
1.004  Common Roads, SPARC certificate of membership – Dec. 15, 2002
1.005  Common Roads, SPARC certificate of membership – Apr 1, 2004
1.003  Common Roads: MCC Church of the Spirit, Spirit Award for Community Service – Sep. 2001 (oversized box)
1.006  Letter, Barry Frank to Carol Reisinger (Common Roads) – Aug 30, 2004
1.007  Letter, Ian McKellen to Carol Reisinger (Common Roads) – Sep 9, 2004
1.008  Carol Resigner, former head of Common Roads, photos (copies), newsclippings – circa 2005
1.009  Common Roads programs, publicity, community directories – 2002-2012
1.010  Coming Out: 15 Artists, 15 years of Common Roads – 2008
SERIES 1: Common Roads (cont.)
1.011 Letter from Governor Ed Rendell to Common Roads – undated
1.012 Common Roads, Winter Arts VIP package (frames) – Feb 16, 2008
1.013 Banner for Pride Parade made by the youth of Common Roads Harrisburg – 2009
1.014 Photos, Pride Fest (?), art exhibit (?) – 1996
1.015 Photos, spaghetti dinner, Pride Fest (?), One Day (?) – 1996 (?)
1.016 Photos, Pride Fest Parade, Common Roads members – 2004 (?)
1.017 Photos, mural, Common Roads members – 2004
1.018 Photos, PrideFest and Parade (?) – 1996 (?)
1.019 Photos, Common Roads members – undated
1.020 Photos, rally at capital building [Counter protest of Westboro Baptist Church of screening of Jim in Bold (?)] – 2004 (?)
1.021 Photos, trip to St. Louis – 2004
1.022 Photos, Common Roads members - 2001
1.023 Scrapbook of Common Roads and Local LGBT events – 2003-2005 (oversized box)
1.024 LGBTQ Youth Questionnaire on School Safety – undated
1.025 Letterhead, discontinued – undated
1.026 “One Day” t-shirt for the play by youth, Stonewall 25 tshirt – 2004

SERIES 2: BiGLYAH
2.001 Safe space, safe schools training materials – 1990-1998
2.002 BIGLYAH Photo Album depicting outreach programs, gay prom, trip to State House, Renaissance Faire– 2000 (oversized box)
2.003 Loose photos from photo album – 2000

SERIES 3: FAB (Fall Achievement Benefit)
3.005 2000
3.006 2001
3.007 2002
3.008 2003
3.009 2004
3.014 2009
3.015 2010
3.017 2012
3.018 2013
3.999 Posters and flyers – 1999-2013 (oversized drawer)

SERIES 4: Newsclippings
4.001 LGBT youth – 1996-2005
4.002 Common Roads & BiGLYAH – 2002-2005
4.003 Unity Day & Westboro Baptist demonstrations – 2003-2004
4.004 Local gay activists – 2000-2002
4.005 GSA Summit – 2009
4.006 Gender Variance Group – 2013
SERIES 4: Newsclippings (cont.)

4.007 Same sex marriage, discrimination – undated
4.008 Youth – 1996-2005 (oversized drawer)
4.009 Same-sex marriage – 2001-2013 (oversized drawer)
4.011 Louie Marven, Executive Director of LGBT Center – 2009 (oversized drawer)
   Pride Fest 2002 Exceeds Projected Attendance/Enters the Major Leagues
   Film Festival Huge Success: Over 800 Attend Films in 7 Days
   FAB Fall Achievement Benefit ad
   Calendar of Events
4.015 FAB Fall Achievement Benefit ad – 2004 (oversized drawer)

SERIES 5: Central Alternative

5.1 General Business
   5.001 Membership and Subscription Card – undated

5.2 Magazine Issues
   5.2.001 May/Jun. 2003 (oversized box)
   5.2.002 Jul./Aug. 2003 (oversized box)
   5.2.003 Sep./Aug. 2003 (oversized box)
   5.2.004 Nov./Dec. 2003 (oversized box)
   5.2.005 Jan./Feb. 2004 (oversized box)
   5.2.006 Jul./Aug. 2004 (oversized box)
   5.2.007 Sep./Oct. 2004 (oversized box)
   5.2.008 Nov./Dec. 2004 (oversized box)

SERIES 6 @ The Center Newsletter
6.001 Fall 2011 & Spring 2012

SERIES 7: Out and About in Central PA Newsletter
7.001 Vol. 1 No. 1 – Vol. 1 No. 3

SERIES 8: Adminstration
8.001 LGBT Center coalition mailings, establishment – 2008
8.002 Proposed LGBT Center floorplan blueprint, 1306 N. Third St. Harrisburg – 2012
SERIES 9: Community Organizations/Programs
   9.003 Gay and Lesbian Switchboard of Harrisburg Membership Brochure – undated
   9.004 Equality for Gays and Lesbians Partnership Fund- undated

SERIES 10: Recognition/Certificates
   10.001 LGBT Center Centerlink membership certificate – 2008
   10.002 LGBT Pride Month 2015 Proclamation of President of the United States – 2015
       (oversized box)

SERIES 11: Miscellaneous
   11.001 Bow tie made by James H. Woland Jr., former PA Council on the Arts program director
       and Open Stage of Harrisburg set designer – undated
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